Correction of the Middle Eastern M712T mutation causing GNE myopathy by trans-splicing.
GNE myopathy is a rare neuromuscular autosomal recessive disease, resulting from mutations in the gene UDP N-acetylglucosamine 2-epimerase/N-acetylmannosamine kinase (GNE). The most frequent mutation is the single homozygous missense mutation, M712T-the Middle Eastern mutation-located ten amino acids before the end of the protein. We have used an adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based trans-splicing (TS) vector as a gene therapy tool to overcome this mutation by replacing the mutated last exon of GNE by the wild-type exon while preserving the natural endogenous regulatory machinery. We have designed relevant plasmids directed either to mouse or to human GNE. Following transfection of C2C12 murine muscle cells with the mouse TS vectors, we have been able to detect by nested RT-PCR trans-spliced molecules carrying the wild-type exon 12 of GNE. Similarly, transfection of HEK293 human cells with the human-directed TS vectors resulted in the generation of trans-spliced human GNE RNA molecules. Furthermore, infection of primary muscle cells from a GNE myopathy patient carrying the homozygous M712T mutation, with an AAV8-based viral vector carrying a human-directed TS construct, resulted in the generation of wild-type GNE transcripts in addition to the mutated ones. These studies provide a proof of concept that the TS approach could be used to partially correct the Middle Eastern mutation in GNE myopathy patients. These results provide the basis for in vivo research in animal models using the AAV platform with TS plasmids as a potential genetic therapy for GNE myopathy.